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Monitoring and adjusting memory usage in connected device systems

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a master device and a system for monitoring memory

usage in a connected device system comprising the master device as well as a method for

monitoring memory usage in the connected device system and a computer program for

executing the method.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

An example of a master device may be found for example in the Philips Hue

system which is a connected device system in which multiple subsidiary devices are

connected to the master device via a wireless network. The subsidiary devices are hereby

lighting devices, which may typically include light emitting diodes (LEDs), and can be

controlled wirelessly via the master device to provide different lighting effects, such as

changing their hue, or to adjust their switch-on/switch-off time.

Within such a connected device system, both the master device as well as the

plurality of subsidiary devices are provided with non-volatile memory devices, typically

NAND flash memory devices, for storing program code and persistent data. These are rather

sensitive devices having a limited lifetime that is typically given by a guaranteed number of

write and erase cycles, whereby each memory block of a memory device can only be written

and erased for a respective number of times.

Therefore, several techniques to improve the lifetime of NAND flash memory

devices have been developed. US 2016/0306570 A l discloses a technique in which flash-

tuning is used to enhance the lifetime of NAND flash memory devices. A number of test

chips from a batch of recently manufactured flash memory chips are hereby used to simulate

any of various usage scenarios in an offline characterization phase. Software models are used

to test candidate sets of operation parameters on the tests chips. This is used in an iterative

manner to determine an optimal set of operating parameters for each health stage of a chip's

estimated operational lifetime. These operating parameters are then used to tune the flash

memory to these parameters when it changes it health stage.



However, this approach requires long term testing of the flash devices, which

is rather costly. Further, it may only be performed for a known user behavior.

In the advent of the so-called "Internet-of-Things", though, the

internetworking of all kinds of physical devices allows for a variety of new applications in

connected device systems. As a result, the predictability in user behavior has become rather

limited. Thus, long term testing is limited to the fields of application in which user behavior

is well-known, while it may not be performed in cases of rapidly evolving new usage

patterns.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide a master device of a

connected device system, a system comprising such a master device and a remote entity, a

method to be employed by such master device and a respective computer program, which

allow for adjusting memory usage of the memory devices used in the connected device

system such as to increase the lifetime of these memory devices.

In a first aspect of the present invention, a master device is presented

comprising at least one non-volatile memory device that comprises a plurality of memory

blocks, each block being characterized by at least one state parameter, and at least one data

processing device. The data processing device is programmed to retrieve at least one state

parameter for at least one memory block of the plurality of memory blocks from the non

volatile memory device and report the at least one state parameter for the respective memory

block to a remote entity via a network connection. The data processing device is further

programmed to receive a response to the reporting from the remote entity which comprises an

updated usage algorithm for the non-volatile memory device, and to adjust a usage pattern of

the non-volatile memory device in accordance with the updated usage algorithm.

According to this aspect, the master device for a connected device system is

provided with a respective data processing device, such as a processor. This data processing

device is programmed to obtain information about the state of each memory block of the non

volatile memory devices, typically NAND-flash memory devices, included in the master

device during its operational lifetime and frequently report the information to a remote entity.

The information about these memory blocks of the non-volatile memory devices is hereby

characterized by respective state parameters which may be used as an indication that one

particular memory device has been mishandled during transport or belongs to a production

batch having an increased amount of bad memory blocks or the like.



To this end, the data processing device may be programmed to report the state

parameters periodically at a given time interval. For example, the data processing device may

be programmed to report the state parameters every few weeks, every week or on a daily

basis. The data processing device may also be programmed to report the state parameters

more regularly, such as every hour, every 5 minutes, every minute or every 30 seconds.

Alternatively or additionally, the data processing device may be programmed to report the

state parameters upon receiving a request from the remote entity. Further alternatively or

additionally, the data processing device may be configured to internally process the state

parameters to determine whether some issues have arisen for a particular memory device,

such as multiple blocks with too many bit faults which may not be recovered any more

occurring in that particular memory device. The data processing device may then, in response

to this determination, be configured to automatically provide the state parameters to the

remote entity.

The data processing device is further configured to report the state parameters

via a network connection, such as the Internet. In that context, the data processing device of

the master device may be configured to connect to a network service, such as a cloud service

and to upload the state parameters to the cloud service. The cloud service may then forward

the state parameters to the remote entity directly or may store the state parameters. The data

processing device of the master device may also be configured to not connect to the network

service directly, but to connect to a user device, such as a smart phone, for example by a

Bluetooth service. The user device may then be used to connect to the network service.

To this end, the data processing device of the master device may also upload a

unique identifier of the master device to the cloud service, such as to enable the cloud service

to uniquely identify the master devices for with the state parameters have been provided and

to map the state parameters to their respective master device. The data processing device may

further provide the state parameters in a format that allows for mapping the state parameters

not only to the master device they have been retrieved for, but also to their respective

memory device and/or memory blocks within said master device.

The remote entity receives the state parameters via the network connection. To

this end, the remote entity may be a remote server that is connected to the cloud service. The

remote entity may also correspond to the cloud service. The remote entity may be configured

to retrieve the state parameters. The state parameters may then be evaluated at the remote

entity to determine any possible issues regarding the non-volatile memory devices for which

memory blocks the respective state parameters have been provided. For example, the remote



entity may notice that particular memory devices appear to have a reduced lifetime due to an

increased amount of bad memory blocks that were present right from production and may be

able to identify that the driver software of the master device is not sufficient to provide

proper wear leveling and error correction for these affected memory devices. Additionally,

the remote entity may also be able to track the development of bad memory blocks in the

respective memory devices and may be able to determine that bad block management, wear

leveling and/or error correction may be adjusted in accordance with the development of the

bad memory blocks.

Based on the state parameters, the remote entity thus determines any

adjustments that have to be made to the usage pattern of the memory devices. To this end, the

adjustments made to the usage pattern may include an updating of the driver software of

particular memory devices, such as to provide these memory devices with an adjusted bad

block management, adjusted wear leveling and/or an update of the error correction codes for

the memory blocks of the memory devices. Further, the adjustments made to the usage

pattern may also include an updating of the driver software to remove any bugs in said driver

software that the remote entity may have derived from the evaluation of the state parameters.

The adjustments to the usage pattern may also include a reduction of the load to memory

devices that appear to have experienced an increased wear-off in the previously applied usage

pattern or the adjustments of the duty cycle of the memory controllers for said memory

devices. Finally, the new usage pattern may also take account for changes in user behavior,

for example by optimizing wear leveling in particular with respect to those memory devices

that are more frequently accessed than those that are rarely used.

The remote entity then generates an updated usage algorithm that defines the

new usage pattern. The updated usage algorithm may hereby be manually developed by a

respective development team or automatically provided by a development software.

Alternatively or additionally, the remote entity may also comprise a database in which

several usage algorithms are stored that have previously been applied to the connected device

system of the master device or other connected device systems. To this end, these usage

algorithms may be mapped to a plurality of state parameters, such that a usage algorithm may

be derived for which the state parameters most closely match the state parameters retrieved

from the master device. The usage algorithm thus derived may then optionally be adjusted to

the retrieved state parameters of the memory devices of the master device.

The remote entity includes the updated usage algorithm in a response sent to

the master device. This response is received at the data processing device of the master



device. The data processing device then employs the updated usage algorithm to the memory

device or memory devices of the master device to adjust the usage pattern in accordance with

the usage algorithm. As outlined herein above, the adjustment of the usage pattern may

include an adjustment of the block management, wear leveling or error correction for

particular memory devices or a reduction of the load on particular memory devices, a change

in duty cycle for the respective memory controllers, or the like.

Optionally, the data processing device of the master device may further be

configured to communicate with a user device, such as a smart phone or a tablet, provided

with a user interface. In this case, the master device may be controlled in response to a user

input to the user interface. In this context, the controlling of the master device may include an

adjustment of the settings of the master device, an indication that the driver software shall be

updated, an indication that the master device shall report the state parameters or the like.

To this end, the communication with the user device may be performed by

providing the master device and the user device in the same local area network. The master

device may further be connected to a network switch, such as a router, through a wireless or

wired connection in a network. In a similar manner, the user device may be connected to the

network switch through a wireless or wired connection in the same network, thereby enabling

communication between the user device and the master device within the local network.

Furthermore, it may also be possible for the master device and the user device to directly

connect to each other, for example via a Bluetooth connection. Alternatively, the user device

and the master device may both be connected to the cloud service or the remote entity and the

user device may be configured to transmit the user input to the master device via the cloud

service or the remote entity. In this configuration, the user is enabled to control the master

device using the user device from a remote location. For example, the user may be on a

vacation trip, but may control the master device of a connected device system that is arranged

in his home.

Thus, the invention proposed a way to monitor and report memory usage in a

connected device system, such as to enable a dynamic adjustment of the usage pattern of the

memory devices that takes account of sudden changes in user behavior and/or different wear-

out of the memory devices. By means of this dynamic adjustment, it is possible to prevent a

reduced lifetime of particular memory devices and, therefore, subsequent failure of the

master device.

In some embodiments, the state parameter comprises an information about a

number of times an error correction has been performed on the respective memory block. In



accordance with this modification, the data processing device of the master device may report

how often an error correction has been applied to each memory block of its one or more

memory devices. This enables the remote entity to identify those memory blocks of those

memory devices in the master device that are particularly error prone. On the basis of this

identification, the remote entity may provide a response including an updated usage

algorithm to adjust the usage pattern of the memory devices. The adjustment may be such

that the respective memory devices are addressed less frequently in case further memory

devices are available, may change the wear leveling to reduce the write and erase operations

to the respective memory blocks or may derive that the error correction may be enhanced for

these memory devices specifically, such as to avoid unsuccessful error corrections that would

lead to an increase of bad memory blocks and gradually decrease the memory capability of

the respective memory devices.

In some embodiments, the state parameter may additionally or alternatively

comprise an information about a number of times the respective memory block has been

addressed in a write operation and/or an erase operation. In accordance with this

modification, the master device may report the distribution of write and erase operations

among the memory blocks of the respective memory devices. Based on this report, the

remote entity may then determine that the wear leveling applied for the memory devices is

not sufficient and may evaluate a better wear leveling for the memory devices. The remote

entity may then send this improved wear leveling as part of the updated usage algorithm via a

response to the master device.

By means of these embodiments it is possible to determine the memory usage

issues that have arisen in the connected device system more specifically and to take the

necessary measures to prevent early wear out of the memory blocks and to reduce the gradual

decrease of the memory capabilities of the memory devices.

In some embodiments, the data processing device in the master device is

further programmed to retrieve at least one state parameter for each memory block of a

plurality of memory blocks and to determine an indication for each memory block whether

said memory block may still be addressed in a write operation and/or an erase operation

based on the state parameters. The data processing device then transmits this indication in the

report to the remote entity. In some embodiments, the determining whether a memory block

may still be addressed in a write operation and/or an erase operation comprises a calculation

of a ratio of a first subset of memory blocks and a second subset of memory blocks. The first



subset comprises memory blocks that may still be addressed and the second subset comprises

memory blocks that may not be addressed any longer.

In accordance with these embodiments, the report provided by the data

processing device of the master device includes an information about new bad blocks that

have developed due to wear out and/or unsuccessful error correction. Further, the information

whether a memory block may or may not be addressed may also indicate that a memory

device has reached its memory capacity. Further, the data processing device may determine,

for each memory device, a ratio between the still usable memory blocks and the memory

blocks that may not be used any longer. The data processing device of the master device may

report the ratio together with the information which memory blocks may still be addressed to

the remote entity.

In accordance with this report, the remote entity may determine that the usage

pattern of the memory device has to be adjusted. The remote entity may hereby determine

which memory devices may still be used for write and/or erase operations and which memory

devices shall be excluded from these operations. Additionally or alternatively, the remote

entity may determine that certain memory devices have to be replaced. To this end, the

remote entity may provide a respective indication that certain memory devices require

replacement to the manufacturer, for example since too many bad blocks have occurred in

said memory devices. The manufacturer may use this information to initiate replacement of

the respective memory devices or replacement of the master device as a whole prior to

complete failure of the memory devices, thereby preventing failure of the connected device

system. In case the master device is replaced as a whole, the manufacturer may transfer the

configuration for the particular connected device system of the master device to be replaced

to the master device replacing it. The manufacturer may also utilize the information to

provide an overview and/or a statistic from which particularly erroneous production batches

or particularly error prone memory device models or software versions may be identified.

This may enable the manufacturer to avoid these models and software versions in the future

and to anticipate possible necessary replacements of devices in other connected device

systems that originate from the same production batch.

Additionally or alternatively, the user may be informed about a possible

failure of a memory device, for example via a user interface on a user device and may be

prompted to replace the respective erroneous memory device or the master device himself or

to inform the manufacturer that replacement may be necessary.



These embodiments therefore enable an early identification of memory

devices and/or master devices that need replacement. The memory devices or the master

device may therefore be quickly replaced prior to their failure. This prevents breakage of the

connected device system due to a failed master device.

In some embodiments, the master device is connected to at least one

subsidiary device via the network. The at least one subsidiary device comprises a non-volatile

subsidiary memory device, which comprises a plurality of subsidiary memory blocks. The

data processing device of the master device is further programmed to retrieve at least one

state parameter for at least one subsidiary block and to include the at least one state parameter

for the at least one subsidiary block into the reporting to the remote entity. The data

processing device is further configured to receive a response from the remote entity

comprising an updated usage algorithm for the non-volatile subsidiary memory device of the

at least one subsidiary device and to adjust the usage pattern of the non-volatile subsidiary

memory device in accordance with the updated usage algorithm for the non-volatile

subsidiary memory device.

To this end, the retrieval of the state parameters for the memory blocks of the

subsidiary memory devices in the subsidiary devices may include each subsidiary device

monitoring its own subsidiary memory devices and providing the state parameters to the

master device. This provision may hereby be performed at predetermined time intervals.

Alternatively or additionally, the provision may also be initialized only, when the subsidiary

device recognizes, during monitoring, that an irregularity has occurred in the subsidiary

memory devices, such as a particular subsidiary memory device having too many bad blocks

or the like. Alternatively, the retrieval of the state parameters may include the master device

monitoring all or a subset of the subsidiary memory devices and obtaining the respective state

parameters directly.

Further, the adjustment of the usage pattern may include transmitting the

updated usage algorithm to each subsidiary device to be employed by said subsidiary device.

Alternatively, the master device may be used to employ the usage algorithm on each

subsidiary device directly.

In a modification, the at least one subsidiary device comprises at least one

subsidiary data processing device, whereby the at least one data processing device of the

master device is further programmed to retrieve the at least one state parameter for the at

least one subsidiary memory block from the at least one subsidiary data processing device

and to adjust the usage pattern by providing the updated usage algorithm to the at least one



subsidiary data processing device. In accordance with this modification, the data processing

device of the master device is provided with the respective state parameters by a respective

subsidiary processing device in the subsidiary devices. The subsidiary processing device is

hereby configured to monitor the subsidiary memory devices of the subsidiary device and to

determine the respective state parameters for each subsidiary memory block in each

subsidiary memory device. Further, the subsidiary processing device is configured to employ

the updated usage algorithm received from the remote entity via the master device on the

memory devices.

In accordance with these embodiments, the data processing device provided in

the master device is enabled to not only report the state parameters for each block of its own

memory device or memory devices, but may also report the state parameters for the blocks of

all subsidiary memory devices that are included in the subsidiary devices which are part of

the connected device system and are connected to the data processing device of the master

device.

These embodiments therefore enable a reporting of the state parameters for a

plurality of memory devices in multiple subsidiary devices and the subsequent application of

a respective usage pattern using one central unit (i.e. the master device). This avoids the

necessity for each subsidiary device to directly communicate with the remote entity via the

network connection and instead employs the communication connection between the master

device and the subsidiary devices that is already available in connected device systems,

thereby reducing the amount of modification necessary to the connected system for

implementing the monitoring and reporting functionality. To this end, the functionality may

be implemented by installing a respective software update on the master device and the

subsidiary devices without any hardware modifications needed.

In a further aspect of the present invention a monitoring system is presented

which includes a master device as described herein above and a remote entity that is

connected to said master device. The remote entity is adapted to receive the reporting from

the master device on the at least one parameter of at least one respective memory block

belonging to a non-volatile memory device and to update a usage algorithm for the non-

volatile memory device comprising the at least one memory block based on the at least one

state parameter. The remote entity is further adapted to transmit the updated usage algorithm

to the master device.

According to this aspect, a monitoring system is provided which includes a

master device and a remote entity that are communicatively connected to one another via a



network service, such as a cloud service. The monitoring system enables an exchange of

information between the master device of a connected device system and a remote entity

regarding memory usage within the connected device system. This information exchange

provides for a dynamic adjustment of the usage patterns for the memory devices in the

connected device system that takes account of new user behavior, concentration on particular

memory devices and new applications that may be employed in the connected device system

which may require and adjustment of wear leveling and error correction in the memory

devices in the master device. Furthermore, the system enables a reliable identification of

erroneous memory devices or buggy driver software and may provide appropriate measures

to prevent failure of the master device and/or the connected device system, such as indicating

that the master device and/or the respective subsidiary devices need to be replaced or its

respective driver software needs to be updated.

In some embodiments, the updating of a usage algorithm for non-volatile

memory device comprises: determining a threshold value for the number of times an error

correction has been performed on the memory blocks of the non-volatile memory device and

receiving, from the master device, the number of times an error correction has been

performed on at least one memory block of the non-volatile memory device. The updating

further includes: comparing the received number of times an error correction has been

performed with the threshold value and detecting at least one memory block for which the

number of times an error correction has been performed exceeds said threshold value;

wherein the updating the usage algorithm is based on said detecting.

In accordance with these embodiments, a threshold value is determined for the

number of times an error correction shall be performed on a particular memory block of a

memory device. Once this number of error corrections exceeds this threshold value, the

remote entity may derive that the error correction code used is not appropriate for the

memory block and/or the memory device. The remote entity may then determine a new error

correction code for this memory device and include this error correction code in the updated

usage algorithm. Alternatively, the remote entity may derive, based on the number of error

corrections exceeding the threshold value, that the memory block is too prone to errors to be

used any longer and may add the memory block to the list of bad blocks. The remote entity

may then include a new list of bad blocks and an accordingly adjusted bad block

management into the updated usage algorithm and provide the updated usage algorithm to the

data processing device of the master device.



In some embodiments, the system further comprises at least one subsidiary

device that is connected to the master device via a network connection, whereby the at least

one subsidiary device comprises a non-volatile subsidiary memory device, which includes a

plurality of subsidiary memory blocks. The reporting from the master device includes at least

one state parameter for at least one subsidiary memory block of the non-volatile subsidiary

memory device and the remote entity is further adapted for: updating a usage algorithm

including a usage pattern for the non-volatile subsidiary memory device comprising the at

least one subsidiary memory block based on the at least one state parameter for the respective

subsidiary memory block and for transmitting the updated usage algorithm to the master

device. To this end, the master device may employ the updated usage algorithm to adjust the

usage pattern of its memory devices and further transmit the updated usage algorithm to the

respective subsidiary devices to be employed to adjust the usage pattern of the subsidiary

memory devices. Alternatively, the master device may adjust the usage pattern of the

subsidiary memory devices directly.

In accordance with these embodiments, a system is provided in which the

memory usage of all memory devices provided in the subsidiary devices as well as the master

device of a connected device system may be monitored by one central unit, such as the

master device. The system thereby enables an adjustment of the usage pattern of all memory

devices by means of one remote entity which transmits an updated usage algorithm that takes

account of the state parameters for all devices to the master device. The updated usage

algorithm may then be employed by the master device and the subsidiary devices to adjust a

system-wide usage pattern for the memory devices that optimizes the usage of each memory

device in a manner that improves the lifetime of the memory devices. Thus, by means of this

system, premature breakage of the master device and the subsidiary devices in a connected

device system may be avoided.

In some embodiments, the updating a usage algorithm for the non-volatile

memory device and the at least one non-volatile subsidiary memory device comprises:

determining a number of times a respective memory block of the non-volatile memory device

has been addressed in write operations and/or erase operations, determining a number of

times a respective memory block of the non-volatile subsidiary memory device has been

addressed in write operations and/or erase operations and detecting an increase or decrease in

the number times each block has been addressed. The usage algorithm is then updated based

on said increase.



By means of these embodiments, the remote entity may determine a sudden

increase or decrease of write or erase operations for particular memory devices. The remote

entity may derive a change in user behavior from this determination. More particularly, the

remote entity may determine that the user now uses particular subsidiary devices more

frequently, while the user has disregarded other subsidiary devices completely. Based on this

determination, the remote entity updates the usage algorithm in a manner that accounts for

the change in user behavior. For example, the updated usage algorithm may include a wear

leveling and/or an error correction that is particularly suited for the memory devices that

belong to subsidiary devices that are most frequently used. The updated usage algorithm may

also include an indication to the master device to more frequently report state parameters for

the memory devices that are more frequently accessed. Accordingly, the usage pattern of the

memory devices in a connected device system may be adjusted to a new user behavior that

has not been known previously, thereby leading to an enhancement in the lifetime of the

memory devices and, therefore, the master device and the subsidiary devices.

In a further aspect of the present invention a method is presented, which may

be employed for monitoring a usage pattern of at least one non-volatile memory device, the

method comprising: retrieving at least one state parameter for at least one memory block of a

plurality of memory blocks from at least one non-volatile memory device and reporting, via a

network connection, the at least one state parameter for the respective memory block to a

remote entity. The method further comprises: receiving an updated usage algorithm for the at

least one non-volatile memory device from the remote entity, the updated usage pattern based

on the at least one state parameter, and adjusting a usage pattern of the at least one non

volatile memory device in accordance with the updated usage algorithm. In some

embodiments, the method further comprises: retrieving at least one state parameter for at

least one subsidiary memory block of a plurality of memory blocks from at least one non

volatile subsidiary memory device, including the at least one parameter into the reporting to

the remote entity, receiving an updated usage algorithm defining a usage pattern for the at

least one non-volatile subsidiary memory device from the remote entity, the updated usage

algorithm based on the at least one state parameter for the respective subsidiary memory

block of the non-volatile subsidiary memory device, and adjusting the usage pattern for the

non-volatile subsidiary memory device for the at least one subsidiary device in accordance

with the updated usage algorithm.



In a further aspect of the present invention, a computer program for controlling

a master device as described above is presented that comprises program code means to cause

the master device to carry out the above-described method.

In a further aspect of the present invention, a monitoring system is provided

comprising: a plurality of master devices and the remote entity connected to the plurality of

master devices, wherein the remote entity is adapted for receiving the reporting from the at

least one of the plurality of master devices on the at least one state parameter of at least one

respective memory block belonging to the non-volatile memory device; updating the usage

algorithm for the non-volatile memory device comprising the at least one memory block based

on the at least one state parameter; and transmitting the updated usage algorithm to the multiple

of the plurality of master devices.

One advantage of the present invention resides in an improvement of the

memory usage of memory devices used in a connected device system and a subsequent

improvement of the lifetime of said devices.

Another advantage resides in a reliable and fast detection of increased error

susceptibility for particular batches or production series of memory devices to be utilized in

connected device systems.

Another advantage resides in easier detectability of software issues, such as

software bugs.

Another advantage resides in an adjustment of memory usage parameters to

new applications for connected device systems with unknown user behavior.

Still further advantages of the present invention will be appreciated of those of

ordinary skill in the art upon reading and understanding the specification in its entirety, in

particular upon appreciating the detailed description of the exemplary embodiments as

provided hereinafter.

It shall be understood that the master device of claim 1, the system of claim 9,

the monitoring method of claim 13 and the computer program of claim 15 have similar

and/or identical preferred embodiments, in particular, as defined in the dependent claims.

It shall be understood that a preferred embodiment of the present invention can also be any

combination of the dependent claims or above embodiments with the respective independent

claim.

These and other aspects of the invention will be apparent from and elucidated

with reference to the embodiments described hereinafter.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the following drawings:

Fig. 1 shows schematically an embodiment of a system for monitoring

memory usage comprising a master device and a remote entity communicating via a network.

Fig. 2 shows a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a method for

monitoring memory usage in the system as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart illustrating an embodiment of a method for adjusting

the usage pattern of the master device and the plurality of subsidiary devices in a connected

device system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1 schematically shows a system for monitoring memory usage in a

connected device system according to an embodiment of the invention. The system 1

includes a master device 2 and a plurality of subsidiary devices 3, 3'. It is to be understood

that although only two subsidiary devices 3, 3' are shown the exemplary embodiment of Fig.

1, the invention allows for an arbitrary number of subsidiary devices 3, 3' to be employed.

The subsidiary devices 3, 3' are wirelessly connected to the master device 2 in a home

network 7 . The master device 2 comprises a data processing device 2 1 that is configured to

cause the master device 2 to control the memory devices 22, 23 and to communicate with the

subsidiary devices 3, 3', for example to indicate a change their respective settings. The

subsidiary devices 3, 3' each comprise a respective subsidiary data processing device 31, 31'

which is configured to cause the respective subsidiary device 3, 3' to monitor the subsidiary

memory devices 32, 32' and to control the write and erase operations to the subsidiary

memory devices 32, 32', the wear-leveling of the subsidiary memory device 32, 32' and the

like. In the following, it shall be understood that whenever the master device 2 or the

subsidiary devices 3, 3' perform a particular step or take a particular action, this action is

enabled by the data processing device 21 and the subsidiary data processing devices 31, 31'

causing the master device 2 and the subsidiary devices 3, 3', respectively, to perform said

step or take that action.

In the embodiment of Fig. 1, the user accesses the master device 2 via a user

interface provided by an application running on a respective user device 4, such as a smart

phone, a tablet or other portable device that is connected to the master device 2 . The user

provides a respective user input which the master device 2 receives and which causes the

master device 2 to perform the respective steps.



More particularly, the user may adjust the settings for the master device 2 and

the subsidiary devices 3, 3', add further devices to the connected device system or remove

certain devices from said connected device system through the user interface provided on the

user device 4 . The master device 2 receives the user input and adjusts its settings accordingly.

Further, the master device 2 controls the subsidiary devices 3, 3' to likewise change their

settings. As an example, the subsidiary devices 3, 3' may be lighting devices and the user

input may indicate that subsidiary device 3 shall be switched on at 7 a.m. in the morning and

switched off at 9 a.m. in the morning, and that subsidiary device 3' shall be switched on at 7

p.m. in the evening and shall switch off at 6 a.m. in the morning. The user may also indicate

that subsidiary device 3' shall change its hue between 11 p.m. and 5 a.m., such as to be more

comfortable during sleep.

During operation, the master device 2 monitors one or more state parameters

for the memory blocks in the memory devices 22, 23. Further, the subsidiary devices 3, 3'

monitor one or more state parameters for the subsidiary memory blocks in the respective

subsidiary memory devices 32, 32'. The one or more state parameters of the subsidiary

memory blocks of the subsidiary memory devices 32, 32' are provided to master device 2 by

the subsidiary devices 3, 3'.

The master device 2 frequently reports the respective state parameters to

remote entity 6, via a network service, such as cloud service 5 . These state parameters

typically include an indication of the number of times an error correction code has been used

on particular memory blocks of the memory devices 22, 23 and of the subsidiary memory

devices 32, 32' as well as a number of times a write/erase operation has been performed on

each particular memory block. Furthermore, the state parameters may also include an

indication, for each memory device 22, 23 and each subsidiary memory device 32, 32', of a

ratio of still usable and no longer usable memory blocks, such as to be able to identify and

replace erroneous memory devices in time.

The remote entity 6 receives these reports via the cloud service 5 and

examines the state parameters such as to detect any increased count of error correction code

or write/erase operations performed to particular memory blocks. The remote entity 6 may

hereby detect that for a particular memory device 22, 23 and subsidiary memory device 32,

32' or a particular set of memory devices error correction has been performed more

frequently and derive that these memory devices 22, 23 or these subsidiary memory devices

32, 32' may be subject to a hardware problem and need to be replaced or that they may



experience problems with their driver software and an update of the software may be

required.

Further, the remote entity 6 utilizes the state parameters to determine whether

user behavior may have changed, for example by determining that particular memory devices

22, 23 and/or subsidiary memory devices 32, 32' have been more frequently accessed or that

multiple new subsidiary devices 32, 32' including respective subsidiary memory devices

have been added to the connected device system, and whether an update of the usage

algorithm in the connected device system may be necessary to adjust the usage pattern of the

memory devices 22, 23 and the subsidiary memory devices 32, 32' to the new user behavior.

When updating the usage algorithm, the remote entity 6 will take into account

whether a particular batch of memory devices has an increased count of erroneous memory

blocks, whether the current usage algorithm results in an uneven distribution of write and

erase operations among the memory blocks of the memory devices, whether any irregularities

in the error correction for particular memory devices have occurred, or the like.

If the remote entity 6 concludes that an update of the usage algorithm is

necessary, the remote entity 6 determines such an updated usage algorithm that takes account

of the issues reported for the respective memory devices and the changes made within the

connected device system and provides the updated usage algorithm to the master device 2 .

The master device 2 receives the updated usage algorithm. Typically, the

updated usage algorithm is employed without user interaction on the memory devices 22, 23

of the master device 2 and on subsidiary memory devices 32, 32' of the subsidiary devices 3,

3', for example by updating the driver software of the connected device system.

However, the master device may optionally provide a respective indication to

the user device 4, indicating to the user that a driver software update is available. To that end,

the user may confirm or reject the driver software update. If the user confirms that the

software shall be updated, the update is performed. If the user rejects that the software shall

be updated, the update is skipped. The updated usage algorithm results in a new usage pattern

for the memory devices 22, 23 and the subsidiary memory devices 32, 32' in the connected

device system. For example, the new usage pattern may include a software update for the

drivers of the memory devices that appeared to be erroneous or may induce a new wear

leveling for the memory devices 22, 23 of the master device 2 and the subsidiary memory

devices 32, 32' that takes account for the new user behavior.

In cases of hardware problems for one of the memory devices in the connected

device system, the master device 2 can provide an indication to the user that the particular



subsidiary device 3, 3' to which the memory device 32, 32' belongs should be replaced or

will otherwise fail soon. In that context, the user interface may optionally be provided with a

button or other element that enables the user to directly contact user services to take care of

the erroneous hardware.

Upon adjusting the usage pattern, the master device 2 continues to monitor the

memory usage of the memory devices 22, 23 and the subsidiary devices 3, 3' continue to

monitor the memory usage of the subsidiary memory devices 32, 32'. The master device 2

further continues to frequently report the state parameters retrieved for the memory devices

22, 23 and the subsidiary memory devices 32, 32' to the remote entity 6 via cloud service 5

and may receive a further updated usage algorithm from the remote entity 6 once necessary.

Fig. 2 illustrates a flow chart for a method for monitoring and reporting

memory usage in a connected device system as performed by the master device 2 according

to an embodiment. In step S201, the master device 2 communicates with subsidiary devices

3, 3' via a respective network connection to retrieve the state parameters for each subsidiary

memory device 32, 32'. To that end, the subsidiary devices 3, 3' provide a state parameter for

each respective subsidiary memory device 32, 32' to the master device 2 . For example, the

subsidiary devices 3, 3' may inform the master device 2 about a number of times an error

correction has been performed on a particular memory block of a particular subsidiary

memory device 32, 32' or a number of times a particular memory block of a particular

subsidiary memory device 32, 32' has been subject to a write and erase operation. The master

device 2 further internally accesses its own memory devices 22, 23 to retrieve the respective

state parameters.

In step S202, the master device 2 then sends a report to the remote entity 6

including the state parameters for the memory devices 22, 23 and the subsidiary memory

devices 32, 32'. These state parameters are hereby provided in a format that allows the

remote entity 6 to map each state parameter to a respective memory device 22, 23 and a

respective subsidiary memory device 32, 32' it has been retrieved from. The remote entity 6

then evaluates the state parameters for each memory device. The remote entity 6 may hereby

determine that the memory device 32, 32' of a subsidiary device 3, 3' has an increased count

for the number of error corrections performed on particular memory block. Further, the

remote entity 6 may determine that one of the subsidiary memory devices 32, 32' of a

subsidiary device 3, 3' has been accessed more frequently by the master device 2 or that new

subsidiary devices have been added to the connected device system since the last report.



Subsequently, the remote entity 6 determines based on the state parameters

whether an update of the usage algorithm may be necessary. If this is the case, the remote

entity 6 generates a response including a respective updated usage algorithm und transmits

this response to the master device 2 .

In step S203, the master device 2 receives the response including the updated

usage algorithm. The master device 2 then employs the updated usage algorithm by adjusting

the usage pattern of its memory devices 21, 22. For example, the master device 2 may adjust

the usage pattern such as to reduce the number of write and erase operations for a particular

one of the memory devices 22, 23 that has shown an increased number of error corrections in

the previous usage pattern. Further, the master device 2 provides the updated usage

algorithms to the subsidiary devices 3, 3'.

In step S204, the subsidiary devices 3, 3' receive the updated usage algorithm

from the master device 2 . The subsidiary devices 3, 3' then employ the updated usage

algorithm by adjusting the usage pattern of their subsidiary memory devices 32, 32'. For

example, the subsidiary devices 3, 3' may adjust the usage pattern to utilize a different wear

leveling on a respective subsidiary memory device 32, 32' for which an increase of write and

erase operation of particular memory blocks has been observed.

Fig. 3 shows a more detailed flow chart of the method for monitoring and

reporting memory usage in a connected device system including a master device 2 and a

plurality of the subsidiary devices 3, 3' as described above, whereby only subsidiary device 3

is shown for ease of understanding.

In step S301, the master device 2 connects to subsidiary device 3 via a

respective network connection to retrieve the state parameters of subsidiary memory device

32.

In step 302, the master device 2 retrieves the state parameters for the

subsidiary memory blocks of subsidiary memory device 32 from subsidiary device 3 as

described above and also retrieves the state parameters for the memory blocks of its own

memory devices 22, 23.

In step 303, master device 2 connects to cloud service 5 and uploads the

retrieved state parameters to cloud service 5 via the network connection. The state parameters

may be stored in the cloud service 5 until the cloud service 5 is accessed by the remote entity

6 . Alternatively, master device 2 may send a request along with the state parameters that the

remote entity 6 shall directly access cloud service 5 without any delays.



In step S304, the cloud service 5 provides the state parameters to remote entity

6 . The provision of the state parameters by the cloud service 5 may be performed in response

to a request made by the remote entity 6 to provide all stored state parameters for all master

devices that may access the cloud or may be performed in response to a request made by the

master device 2 to directly transmit the state parameters to the remote entity 6 . The remote

entity 6 receives the state parameters in a format that allows the remote entity to map the

state parameters to particular memory devices of a particular connected device system. The

remote entity 6 evaluates the state parameters such as to determine whether particular

memory devices or a set of particular memory devices show any irregularities, such as an

increased number in error corrections performed on particular memory blocks or an increased

amount of bad memory blocks listed.

Further, the remote entity 6 evaluates whether any particular memory device

or any particular set of memory devices shows an increased number of write and erase

operations for any particular memory blocks and determines any sudden changes in user

behavior, such an increased addition of new subsidiary devices or a concentration on at least

one of the subsidiary devices 3,3' in the connected device system. Based on this evaluation,

the remote entity 6 determines whether the usage pattern of the memory usage in a particular

connected device system shall be adjusted to compensate for the irregularities or adapt to the

user behavior and generates a respective updated usage algorithm to be send to the master

device 2 of the connected device system.

In step S305, the remote entity 6 transmits a response including the updated

usage algorithm to the cloud service 5 . The transmission comprises an indication that the

cloud service 5 shall instantly connect to master device 2 to further transmit the response

including the updated usage algorithm to the master device. Additionally, the transmission

also comprises an indication that the cloud service 5 shall store the response including the

updated user algorithm for the master device 2, such as to enable a later retrieval of the

response in case the direct transmission to the master device 2 fails.

In step S306, the cloud service 5 transmits the response from the remote entity

including the updated usage algorithm to the master device 2 . The master device 2 receives

the response including updated usage algorithm. The master device 2 determines that the

response includes an updated usage algorithm.

In step S307, the master device 2 optionally sends a notification to the user

device 4 that an updated usage algorithm has been provided and that the usage pattern for the

memory devices of the connected device system needs to be adjusted in accordance with the



updated usage algorithm. In response to this notification, the application on the user device 4

generates a respective message to be shown on the user interface, such as a pop-up message.

The pop-up message may request a confirmation from the user that the updated usage

algorithm shall be employed and the usage pattern shall be adjusted accordingly. The user

may then confirm or reject the request.

In step S308, the user's response to the request is optionally transmitted to the

master device 2 . If the response to the request is negative and the request is rejected, the

master device 2 will not employ the usage algorithm to adjust the usage pattern. Optionally,

the master device 2 may transmit the rejection to the remote entity 6 via the cloud service 5

directly upon receipt of the rejection or may include the information about the rejection in the

next report including the state parameters to be transmitted to the remote entity 6 . To that

end, the master device 2 may explicitly include the information about the rejection in the next

report or may implicitly send the information about the rejection by providing respective

state parameters from which the remote entity may derive that the updated usage algorithm

has not been employed.

If the response is in the positive and the request is confirmed by the user, the

master device 2 employs, in step S309, the updated usage algorithm, thereby adjusting the

usage pattern of its own memory devices 22, 23. To this end, the master device further

provides the updated usage algorithm to the subsidiary devices 3, 3' which adjust the usage

pattern of the subsidiary memory devices 32, 32' in accordance with the updated usage

algorithm. The adjustment of the usage pattern may hereby include an updating of the driver

software of particular memory devices and a reduction of the load on memory devices that

appear to have experienced an increase wear out in the previously applied usage pattern.

Further, the adjustment may include an adjustment of wear leveling for memory devices for

which particular memory blocks have shown to be subject to an increased number of write

and erase operations. Finally, the new usage pattern may also take account for changes in

user behavior, for example by optimizing wear leveling in particular with respect to those

memory devices that are more frequently accessed.

In an embodiment, the state parameters of the memory devices in the

connected device are retrieved and reported to the remote entity by one or more of the

subsidiary devices. The subsidiary device directly reports the state parameters to the remote

entity via the cloud service. To that end, possible subsidiary devices capable of reporting the

state parameters may include, but not be limited to, sensors, switches, lamps or the like,

having connection capability to connect to the remote entity.



In a further embodiment, the connected device system comprises multiple

master devices, whereby each of the master devices or a subset thereof is connected to the

remote entity. To this end, these master devices may be one of a lamp, a switch, a bridge or

the like.

In a further embodiment, the employing of the usage algorithm may not be

limited to change the usage pattern of the master devices and/or subsidiary devices of a

connected device system, but may also be used to change usage parameters for further

components of these systems which may suffer from wear-out, such as indicator lights, sensors

or the like.

In a further embodiment, in the connected device system, master devices may

be one of a lamp, a switch, a bridge or the like. Multiple of these master devices share the same

memory banks as typically the memory banks are developed in the factory in batches. These

batches are then later used in multiple master devices. The data processing device of at least

one of the master devices can transmit the state parameter to the remote entity, which decides

the corrective measure to the usage pattern based on the state parameter. The usage algorithm

is sent to multiple master devices. All those master devices, which share the same memory

bank receive the usage algorithm. Identification of the master device with the same memory

bank can be done, for example, by the serial number of the memory bank, date of manufacture

of the memory bank etc. Corrective action (usage algorithm) is then implemented in all the

concerned master devices.

It is to be understood that the embodiments described herein merely constitute

examples to further elucidate the teaching of the present invention. Other variations to the

disclosed embodiments can be understood and effected by those skilled in the art in

practicing the claimed invention from the study of the disclosure as a whole, the drawings

and the appended claims.

Although the described embodiments relate to a connected lighting system

with the subsidiary devices being respective lighting devices, it is to be understood that other

connected device systems are contemplated in which a plurality of subsidiary devices are

connected to a respective master device that is capable of monitoring and reporting memory

usage of the non-volatile memory devices included in the subsidiary devices. It shall further

be understood that, whenever the master device, the remote entity and the subsidiary devices

are connected wirelessly in the described embodiments, these components or a subset thereof

may also be connected using a wired connection. Likewise, whenever a wired connection is

foreseen by the above embodiments, a wireless connection may also be employed.



Further, while in the current embodiments the state parameters observed relate

to the number of times an error correction has been performed for a particular memory block

and the number of times a memory block has been written or erased, other state parameters

are also contemplated that may be used as an indication of insufficient wear leveling or

(flash) memory usage.

Other variations to the disclosed embodiments can be understood and effected

by those skilled in the art in practicing the claimed invention, from a study of the drawings,

the disclosure, and the appended claims.

In the claims, the word "comprising" does not exclude other elements or steps,

and the indefinite article "a" or "an" does not exclude a plurality.

A single unit or device may fulfill the functions of several items recited in the

claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different dependent claims

does not indicate that a combination of these measures cannot be used to advantage.

Procedures like a retrieving of at least one state parameter for at least one

memory block performed by one or several elements of the master device or an updating

and/or transmission of a usage algorithm performed by one or several elements of the remote

entity can be performed by any other number of elements or devices of the master device or

the remote entity. These procedures and/or a control of the master device and/or of the

remote entity in accordance with the method for monitoring memory usage can be

implemented as program code means of a computer program and/or as dedicated hardware.

A computer program may be stored and/or distributed on a suitable medium,

such as an optical storage medium or a solid-state medium, supplied together with or as part

of other hardware, but may also be distributed in other forms, such as via the Internet or other

wired or wireless telecommunication systems.

Any reference signs in the claims should not be construed as limiting the

scope.

The invention relates to a master device for monitoring and reporting memory

usage in a connected device system including further subsidiary devices to a remote entity via

a cloud service. Further, the invention relates to a system comprising the master device and

the remote entity that is employed for monitoring memory usage. The invention also relates

to a respective method and a computer program for executing the method on the master

device. In order to allow the master device and the subsidiary devices to use their respective

memory devices in a manner that avoids quick wear out, the usage pattern is frequently

monitored to account for any changes in user behavior and to provide an improved usage



algorithm to the memory devices that adjusts the usage pattern in accordance with the new

requirements.



CLAIMS:

1. A monitoring system, comprising:

a plurality of master devices (2) each comprising:

at least one non-volatile memory device and at least one data processing

device (21); wherein the non-volatile memory device (22, 23) comprising a plurality of

memory blocks, wherein each block is characterized by at least one state parameter; and

wherein the data processing device (21) is programmed to:

retrieve the at least one state parameter for at least one memory block

of the plurality of memory blocks from the non-volatile memory device (22, 23);

report the at least one state parameter for the respective memory

block to a remote entity (6) via a network;

receive, from the remote entity (6), a response to the reporting

comprising an updated usage algorithm for the non-volatile memory device (22, 23); and

adjust a usage pattern of the non-volatile memory device (22, 23) in

accordance with the updated usage algorithm; and

the monitoring system further comprises the remote entity (6) connected to the

plurality of master devices (2), wherein the remote entity (6) is adapted for:

receiving the reporting from the at least one of the plurality of master

devices (2) on the at least one state parameter of at least one respective memory block

belonging to the non-volatile memory device (22, 23);

updating the usage algorithm for the non-volatile memory device (22,

23) comprising the at least one memory block based on the at least one state parameter; and

transmitting the updated usage algorithm to the multiple of the

plurality of master devices (2).

2 . The monitoring system according to claim 1, wherein the updating a usage

algorithm for non-volatile memory device (22, 23) comprises:

determining a threshold value for a number of times an error correction has

been performed on the memory blocks of the non-volatile memory device;

receiving, from the master device (2), the number of times an error correction



has been performed on at least one memory block of the non-volatile memory device (22,

23);

comparing the received number of times an error correction has been

performed with the threshold value; and

detecting at least one memory block for which the number of times an error

correction has been performed exceeds said threshold value; wherein the updating the usage

algorithm is based on said detecting.

3 . The monitoring system according to claim 1, further comprising:

at least one subsidiary device (3, 3') connected to the master device (2) via a

network connection, the at least one subsidiary device (3, 3') comprising at least one non

volatile subsidiary memory device (32, 32') comprising a plurality of subsidiary memory

blocks;

wherein the reporting from the master device (2) includes at least one state parameter for at

least one subsidiary memory block of the at least one non-volatile subsidiary memory device

(32, 32'); and wherein the remote entity (6) is further adapted for:

updating a usage algorithm including a usage pattern for the non-volatile

subsidiary memory device (32, 32') comprising the at least one subsidiary memory block

based on the at least one state parameter for the respective subsidiary memory block; and

transmitting the updated usage algorithm to the master device (2).

4 . The monitoring system according to claim 3, wherein the updating a usage

algorithm for the non-volatile memory device (22, 23) and the at least one non-volatile

subsidiary memory device (32, 32') comprises:

determining a number of times a respective memory block of the at least one

non-volatile memory device (22, 23) has been addressed in write operations and/or erase

operations;

determining a number of times a respective memory block of the non-volatile

subsidiary memory device (32, 32') has been addressed in write operations and/or erase

operations;

detecting an increase or decrease in the number times each block has been

addressed; and

updating, based on said increase, the usage algorithm.



5 . A master device for use in the monitoring system according to claim 1,

comprising:

at least one non-volatile memory device (22, 23) comprising a plurality of

memory blocks, wherein each block is characterized by at least one state parameter; and

at least one data processing device (21) programmed to:

retrieve the at least one state parameter for at least one memory block

of the plurality of memory blocks from the non-volatile memory device (22, 23);

report the at least one state parameter for the respective memory

block to the remote entity (6) via a network;

receive, from the remote entity (6), a response to the reporting

comprising an updated usage algorithm for the non-volatile memory device (22, 23); and

adjust a usage pattern of the non-volatile memory device (22, 23) in

accordance with the updated usage algorithm.

6 . The master device according to claim 5, wherein

the at least one state parameter comprises an information about a number of

times an error correction has been performed on the respective memory block.

7 . The master device according to claim 5, wherein

the at least one state parameter comprises an information about a number of

times the respective memory block has been addressed in a write operation and/or an erase

operation.

8. The master device according to claim 5, wherein

the at least one data processing device (21) is further programmed to:

retrieve at least one state parameter for each memory block of the

plurality of memory blocks; and

determine, based on the state parameters, for each memory block an

indication whether said memory block may still be addressed in a write operation and/or an

erase operation; wherein

the reporting includes transmitting said indication to the remote entity

(6).



9 . The master device according to claim 8, wherein the data processing device is

further programmed to:

determine whether a memory block may still be addressed in a write operation

and/or an erase operation, whereby the determining comprises:

calculating a ratio of a first subset of memory blocks, comprising

memory blocks that may still be addressed, and a second subset of memory blocks,

comprising memory blocks that may not be addressed.

10. The master device according to claim 5, wherein the master device (2) is

connected to at least one subsidiary device (3, 3') via the network, the at least one subsidiary

device (3, 3') comprising at least one non-volatile subsidiary memory device (32, 32')

com rising a plurality of subsidiary memory blocks; wherein

usage algorithm for the at least one non-volatile subsidiary memory device (32, 32') of the at

least one subsidiary device (3, 3');

adjust the usage pattern of the non-volatile subsidiary memory device

(32, 32') in accordance with the updated usage algorithm for the at least one non-volatile

subsidiary memory device (32, 32').

11. The master device according to claim 10, wherein

the at least one subsidiary device (3, 3') comprises at least one subsidiary data

processing device (31, 31'); and

the at least one data processing device (21) is further programmed to:

retrieve the at least one state parameter for at least one subsidiary

memory block from the at least one subsidiary data processing device (31, 31'); and

adjust the usage pattern by providing the updated usage algorithm to

the at least one subsidiary data processing device (3 1, 31').



12. The master device according to claim 10, wherein

the at least one non-volatile memory device (22, 23) and/or the at least one

subsidiary memory device (32, 32') comprise a flash memory device.

13. A method for monitoring a usage pattern of at least one non-volatile memory

device (22, 23), comprising:

retrieving, at least one state parameter for at least one memory block of a

plurality of memory blocks from at least one non-volatile memory device (22, 23) of at least

one of the plurality of master devices (2);

reporting, via a network connection, the at least one state parameter for the

respective memory block to the remote entity (6);

receiving an updated usage algorithm for the at least one non-volatile memory

device (22, 23) from the remote entity (6), the updated usage pattern based on the at least one

state parameter, and

adjusting a usage pattern of the at least one non-volatile memory device (22,

23) of multiple of the plurality of master devices (2) in accordance with the updated usage

algorithm.

14. The method for monitoring a usage pattern of at least one non-volatile

memory device (22, 23) according to claim 13, further comprising:

retrieving at least one state parameter for at least one subsidiary memory block

of a plurality of memory blocks from at least one non-volatile subsidiary memory device (32,

32');

including the at least one parameter into the reporting to the remote entity (6);

receiving an updated usage algorithm defining a usage pattern for the at least

one non-volatile subsidiary memory device (32, 32') from the remote entity (6), the updated

usage algorithm based on the at least one state parameter for the respective subsidiary

memory block of the at least one non-volatile subsidiary memory device (32, 32'); and

adjusting the usage pattern for the at least one non-volatile subsidiary memory

device (32, 32') in accordance with the updated usage algorithm.

15. A computer program for controlling a plurality of master devices (2) according

to claim 1, wherein the computer program comprises program code means for causing the

master device (2) to carry out the method according to claim 13.
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